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Thomas Moran (1871) – *The Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone*

Yellowstone National Park founded 1872
Where the World Beneath Meets the World Above...

SEE THE MILKY WAY IN YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK

"Half the Park is After Dark!"
SEE ONE OF NATURE'S RAREST WONDERS
AUGUST 21, 2017
TOTAL ECLIPSE
OF THE SUN
ACROSS AMERICA

STAND IN THE SHADOW OF THE MOON
ON THE MIDLINE OF TOTALITY –
THE FIRST U.S. TOTAL SOLAR ECLIPSE
IN A QUARTER CENTURY.
SEE OVER TWO MINUTES OF
DARKNESS NEAR NOON.
THE GHOSTLY
SOLAR CORONA.

GRAND TETON
NATIONAL PARK
CARBONDALE
AUGUST 19-21
2017
SHADOWFEST
OCTOBER 14, 2023

See the Sun & Moon align in a “Ring of Fire!”

THE GREAT WESTERN
ANNULAR ECLIPSE

PARTIAL ECLIPSE
VISIBLE FROM
THE ENTIRE U.S.

A RING OF FIRE
VISIBLE TO PARKS
WITHIN THE PATH

2023
BE WHERE THE SUN & MOON ALIGN WITH YOU TWICE!

OCT. 14, 2023
APR. 8, 2024

SEE THE FRIO RIVER ECLIPSES

LEAKEY • GARNER STATE PARK • CONCAN
San Antonio
WHERE THE SUN AND MOON ALIGN WITH YOU...TWICE!

Oct. 14, 2023

Apr. 8, 2024

Visit Houlton Maine

Apr. 8, 2024

The Final Destination
For Great North American Total Solar Eclipse
Niagara Falls USA
A WONDER of the WORLD hosts a WONDER of the UNIVERSE!

April 8, 2024
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Let's go ALL THE WAY to...

LBJ National Historical Park
APRIL 8, 2024
FOR THE GREAT NORTH AMERICAN TOTAL SOLAR ECLIPSE
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SEE THE FINGER LAKES ECLIPSE

WHERE SUN & MOON ALIGN WITH YOU!

APRIL 8, 2024
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“A sprightly, informative new guide to solar eclipses.”
- TIME magazine

Available wherever books are sold.